
Cats and their stinky farts. Are they deadly, painful, or both ??!!??!!

Weird

Cat Poop? Do Cats Make It 
or Do They Eat It ??!!

Even though cats and humans 
have some things in common, the 
stuff they do have in common the 
human doesn’t like.

June 19,2010

Cat Poops in Old Man 
Jenkins’ Boot!!

A cat lover, or a cat 
seller?
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Cats and  humans have 

things in common?????
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Cats and their stinky farts. Are 
they deadly, painful, or both??!!?? 

                                                   Table Of Contents

Weird
      AHHH!

2 CAT POOPs In Old 
MAn JenkIns’ BOOT!!
   Cats usally like to play 
around with old people, 
but this cat likes to poop 
in their shoes, smile, then 
walk away as if nothing 
happened. FBI is on the case 
and the resolution of this 
conflict will be published. 

In next weeks magazine.            

Do Cats Make Poop Or Do 
They Eat It ??!!

Cat Lover Or 
Cat Seller 
??????

    Yaay!!!
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Do Cats Make Poop Or Do 
They Eat It ??!! Cats Make the stink line and 

dump the  story line !!

Frisky the 5-year-old cat de-
cides it’s funny to make a 
cat poop in a human toilet, 

but the thing she dosen’t know is 
that by the time she’s done she’ll 
obviously fall in the toilet. Frisky 
used to be a little white baby kitty, 
and then quickly changed color. 
As a baby she wasn’t the mean-
est cat, nor the nicest. When she 
was being held on her owner’s 
chest, waiting for her KMR 
(Kitty Milk Replacement), she 
thought it was funny to poop on 
her owners chest. That day the 
owner vowed to never hold that 
kitty on top of himself again!!
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Ben Johnson has 26 cats with 

anti-viral diseases, and is 

selling them for a profit!! He 

looks like he loves cats, but 

in reality he hates them. Po-

lice say that it is illegal and 

should be stopped immedi-

ately. What will come of this 

for future cat generations?

How can people live in such a world filled with stupid 
people?

Cat Violations !!

Cat Lover or Cat Seller ??!!
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Cats and their stinky farts. 

Are they deadly, painful or 

both ??!!??!!

Duisim dolore min vel 
do dolorer am sustrud

Can cats have aneurisms while on the can? 
Stay tuned and find out next week!!!

Cats and their farts are usually not 
up for comments, but we took this 
subject to the steets to see what 

people think! “Cat farts are the worst, 
they drive you mad,” says local police-
man. “Cat farts are amazing and are 
nature’s air freshener with chicka pae,” 
says Nell. “We are working on an injec-
tion that will reduce cat farts 10 fold,” 
said Dr. Edma Watkins of the Miami- 
Dade Animal Shelter. Not only did we 
figure out that cat farts are really stinky, 
but we also figured out that there are 
many weird people with weird ideas on 
the streets!! 

Cat Farts vs. 
Human 
Farts

When it comes to farts 
and their stink, chil-
dren win, but when it’s 
cats there’s no stopping 
them from releasing 
those stinky fumes !!!
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Do cats and humans have 
things in common ????

Cats can now use com-
puters, and fart as bad 
as a pre-kindergartener. 
Can this be the end of 
mankind???  Cats have 
six senses now!! The sixth 
is the paranormal sense 
that humans can’t have. 
Cats are even making 
their paws three times 
bigger just to hold a 
mouse. What can come 
out of this?
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Uscincil iquatie velit alit acin 
irit la utatisc ilismod tem euip-
isit enit lorper irit, quat nulla 
la laore. 
Alit acin utatisc ilismod tem 
nulla  euipisit lorper irit, quat 
nulla dolore commolum.

VOULD TAPLUM
Nulpeut vodel et illand!

Velit Dolor! 

Esto od 
minim velisi. 
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MINIM

Duisim dolore min 
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Had Enough? If you 
have a story to put in 
next week’s magazine, 
contact the editor and 
work something out.

Accidental loss of eyes,  cat, or your cat’s ability to poop and pee is not 
the responsibility of this magazine.


